
Port posts on cruise Critic Sydney to Dover 

Darwin  

 
After 5 days at sea I am sure everyone will be well and truly ready to hit land... After reading previous years blogs 

everyone treats Darwin as that last stop to pick up supplies before leaving Australia....hence the popularity of the 

Casurina Shopping Mall Bus route...( free for pensioners )  

Currently our plans are to hire a car drive out to Litchfield national park come back via the suburbs driving pass 

where Garry lived during his time in Darwin, yes making that stop at Casurina then back around the coast taking 

in fannie bay, mindel beach etc etc.... 

But we now also have alternative that we are debating... Crocosaurus Cove this in the heart of Darwin City and 

what Garry wants to do is The Cage of Death. This is where they lower you into the water in an acrylic cage for 

your “up close and personal” dive encounter with Croc Cove’s massive salt water crocodiles. Which means I 

would have to do it too as it doesn't cost much extra for 2 as opposed to 1........ 

If we did this then I don't think that it would be worth hiring the car so that would leave a walk around the city 

and the surrounds....not too bad a choice after reading and seeing the pictures from this blog 

http://lutherbailey.blogspot.com/201...d-side-of.html 

 

Singapore 

 
Our next port of all is singapore...... 

My main purpose for singapore will be to buy shoes.... yes I love shoes ... I love singapore prices for shoes and I 

love that every shoe on the shelf is my size ... yes love those small feet singaporians !!! 

 

The only thing I don't love are the shop assistants that stick to you like glue as soon as you walk into the shops!!! 

we were in singapore a few years ago on the way to malaysia... so it was only a short time... but I did manage at 

least 3 pairs of shoes and a formal dress for a ball I was going to when I got back... 

 

The one day that we spent there we did a singapore river cruise, lunch at one of the restaurants along the river 

there... and walk back into town via the old section which included the famous raffles...... 

Our plans this time was to catch the MRT to chinatown and do a walk around ... if time permits little india and 

then up to orchard rd for a little retail therapy up around there... 

By Sheree :  I travel to Singapore on average twice a year the last 10 years so know Singapore well. The MRT is 

right at the mall complex where you pull up to dock (new complex) follow the signage - relatively simple. Suggest 

you 'limit' the time for Chinatown to an hour or so to look around, for me it's a bit disappointing, Little India is 

probably far more interesting so after Chinatown pop over there for an hour - you won't be disappointed, get a 

taxi, they're relatively cheap from Chinatown to Little India. In little India there is an 'indian' department store, 

most tourists don't know about it but it's called MUSTAFA and the only shop in Singapore that is open 24/7. If you 

get a taxi, get it to take you to MUSTAFA and little India just spreads out in the streets around it. If you decide to 

head down to Orchid Road for western retail therapy don't forget to check out Tang's - (it's getting a bit run 

down) but my other favorite dept store along there is Takashimya - there are not too many of these Japananese 

dept stores around the world. Forget the Singapore sling, it's just an expensive cordial, but at the bottom level of 

Tang's is a food outlet area that has the most magnificent local fruits and foods you can try..... nothing like a stick 

of rambutans, (local lychee)..... you can also see some type of meat that is cooked and tastes like honey! Forget 

it's name.... Have fun in Singers..... it's my second home, whenever I travel! 

 

 

 

http://www.crocosauruscove.com/
http://www.crocosauruscove.com/cageofdeath
http://lutherbailey.blogspot.com/2010/04/darwin-australiasnake-lips-and-side-of.html


Kuala Lumpur 

 

So next we are sailing up to KL..... probably most of you have been there before but for us it is the first time (or 

maybe garry has been there ) 

At this stage we have decided that in KL we would do a princess tour.. We know that many catch the train in from 

the port, but after talking about it we thought that we were not keen on traveling a distance to get to a city only 

to leave an extra hour or so earlier just ensure we get back on time... 

The ones that appeal to us are either KL on your own or the Walking tour of KL ( anything that involves alot of 

walking might mean smaller more mobile groups )... 

Money 

 
Here is a little side track from our ports.... Here is a message that Sheree posted on the 2010 roll call...  
Dear All 
I'll preface this advice by the fact that for 42 ports we used Princess Cruise excursions for 17 of them. Ie 17 ports 
that were catered for on our arrival - we just had to get on the bus. The total cost for 2 passengers was around 
$3,500. We were on a cautious budget and all up for the whole cruise including excursions expended $7,500 for 
2. that includes absolutely everything for 104 days including moderate shopping etc etc 
We took: 
$1,000 US cash 
$1,000 Euro cash 
$2,000 AUD cash 
It would be very useful to have at least $200US in one dollar $notes if you can arrange this - you have the time to 
start now. It was also useful for us to have $200Euro in $5 note. We also made sure we had a significant amount 
of $5 and $10 denominations - as much as possible. This allowed us to use almost the money very closest to 
whatever is was we bartered for. 
 
You will find that the US $ can be used almost everywhere! The Euro not as useful everywhere, but you would be 
surprised with the countries that accept it!  
 
I'll try and give you a rundown of what currency we used where: 
 
Samoa - they took the US $ 
NZ - we used our credit card only - you an get money out of walls readily 
Hawaii - US $ 
Mexico, Cartegena Columbia, Aruba - they readily took US 
Bermuda accepted US in most places, but not everywhere 
France, Euro 
Southampton - pounds only - you need to exchange, would recommend you take some pounds just for the day 
Gibraltar is the British pound, you can use leftover currency from Southampton, they also take Euro for the 
excursion cabs etc when we were there is was $20 pound or @$25 euro per person for one of the excursions 
Barcelona, Monte Carlo, Naples, Livorno, Civitavecchia, were all Euro 
Istanbul took the US $ 
Greece was Euro 
Cyprus - took the US $ but not everywhere 
Egypt - very difficult here, store holders etc will take the US $ in fact they will ask for it over any other currency  
Dubai - we got by with US $ here 
Oman - again US $ 
India - you need rupee here to get the best deals and it was really difficult to find a place to change your money - 
so if you can get some before you go it could help - but they do take US $ in most shops/markets etc. There will 
be a decent set of stalls in the arrival hall of the port that will take US Euro & Ozzie! I brought a blouse that was 
$20 something - anything US EURO OR AUD so naturally I gave him $20OZ 
Thai is the Baht, but most stalls take US $ 
Malaysia - Ringitt, you can readily exchange on the streets 
Singapore - will take take Singapore currency, there is an exchange place at the ship terminal. 
My advice for what its worth - don't plan to buy currency from the SHIP they charge you $5 for every 
transaction.....most ports you really only want $20/30 dollars if you're on a pre-paid excursion....so the $5 is too 



much. 
PS The ozzie currency came in handy at the end of the cruise for doing our own tipping thing, we cancelled the 
automated $10 per person per day on our bill and paid cash directly to those we chose to acknowledge with a 
gratuity. Up until then the ozzie currency was back up exchange money. 

Langkawi  

 

Back when Sheree gave her tips she recommended that the island hopping tour was very good.... and from the 
blogs it seems that the WC10ers also enjoyed this trip... now I am gathering that the current tour advertised 
Pregnant Maiden and wet rice island tour is the same one...... though the tour that included the cable car looked 
good too...  
Then there is the fact that we would want to get into town to pick up some of that cheap duty free liquour.... 
gosh too much to do in too little time....any other opinions!! 
http://boards.cruisecritic.com/showthread.php?t=1043096&highlight=langkawi 

Lankawi is beautiful, not that I got to see a lot of it because I wasn't well. I don't know what Princess charges for 
their tour but this is an excerpt from my blog re Lankawi 
[Friends at our dinner table negotiated with a taxi driver to take them around the island. Had a wonderful time. 
They said don't negotiate with the ones who come on to the dock but walk the couple of hundred metres off and 
there are lots of taxis there. They had an air-conditioned taxi with driver for most of the day, went all around the 
island for AUD25 each. Would have cost them AUD14 each just to go in on the shuttle bus. Don't know if next 
year's cruise calls here but I'm posting the info just in case. The map Princess gave us with the Princess Patter was 
useless – didn't even mark where we'd docked. When you get off the wharf there are detailed maps for free. I 
also heard that, because Langkawi is a duty free port, they were confiscating any wine brought on board to be 
handed out as duty free when disembarking at the end of the cruise – not confirmed though.] 
Gail  

Cochin  

 
Before I got I thought I would throw in the next port Cochin.... 

We have booked a private tour with Cochin magic with is the same company ( Mumbai Magic ) that we are using 

in Mumbai. the tour will take us on houseboat cruise on the allepey Backwater and a tour of the Fort...  

Before booking this tour the princess tour that appealled to us was the  

Vaikom, Weaving Centers & Kerala Cruise 

this is a blog entry from 2009 that made it sound appealing 

http://gittkay-worldcruise2009.blogs...hin-india.html 

Consider the Taj Mahal  

 

 I notice that you are discussing Indian tours and Princess tours.  
On our Indian Ocean cruise, Princess offered a overland tour to the Taj Mahal - an icon on our bucket list. Started 
with a morning tour of Cochin, then flights to Delhi, bus to Agra- overnight in Agra - tour of taj Mahal - Red Fort- 
train back to Delhi - overnight in Delhi - tour of Delhi and then flight back to Mumbai- tour of highlights of 
Mumbai before returning to ship. Excellent 5+ star hotels, great meals, spotless western style bathrooms, and 
caring knowledgeable - the schedule was very tiring so I wouldn't recommend for those with health problems but 
this tour was definitely the highlight of our cruise - we didn't think we would be returning to India so soon and 
wanted to see the Taj. Once we looked past the hygiene and sheer volume of people everywhere, we found it a 
fascinating culture.  

Incredible India .... mumbai  

 
Those of us who are doing the Cochin Magic Tour are also doing the Mumbai Magic tour.... in this port we are 

there till 11pm so less risk of missing the boat... 

I guess we are there late as those who got off in cochin to do the Taj Mahal will arrive back late... 

Our tour was to go the elephanta island in the morning... until I got an email yesterday from the company saying 

that we didn't realise it was monday that we are in port and the island is closed to the public .... bugger!! 

so instead we will be doing a mumbai city tour, a traditional lunch and probably a bazaar walking tour...  

http://boards.cruisecritic.com/showthread.php?t=1043096&highlight=langkawi
http://gittkay-worldcruise2009.blogspot.com/2009/09/day-87-cochin-india.html


I did find this link yesterday with video's of things to see in mumbai...it is very good... the video on the bazaars is 

hosted by deepa who runs the company that we are using for our tour... 

take a look 

http://www.geobeats.com/videoclips/i...mumbai-bazaars 

Abu Dhabi  

 
I was just looking up some stuff in Abu Dhabi.... 

Well I know what Socram (ray) will be doing..... FERRAI WORLD LOL... 

click on this website and watch the video LOL.... 

http://www.visitabudhabi.ae/en/ 

There is a hop on hop off bus, but we don't get there till 1pm which leaves only 4 hours to ride on it... and I know 

it is pretty expensive... 

I have downloaded on my Iphone a walking tour app... and it looks like a lot of attractions are in one area so you 

could catch a taxi to the furthest point and slowly walk back... well until you got tired then you could grab a 

taxi....we will more than likely park over near the container terminal and not on the other side near the marina...  

 

we don't leave until 11pm at night so there is the option of having dinner off the boat .... but I am sure that that 

will not be cheap... I wonder how safe it is at night ..... 

 

I figure abu dhabi and Dubai will be very similar so I guess you could look at different types of tours in each port... 

one could be city and one could be desert... my only concern is heading out into the desert the temps at that 

time could well be up in the 40's  

 

Dubai  

 
Well we arrive in Dubai pretty early 7am so that really gives us a good day and a half to see stuff 

The hop on hop off bus is an option at $60US is not too bad at todays exchange.... here is alink 

http://www.bigbustours.com/eng/dubai...?id=day%20tour 

Something else that looks like it might be good to see is the Dubai fountain... now I am sure someone posted it 

here before .... 

http://www.thedubaimall.com/en/enter...-fountain.html 

the dubai mall is open till about 10 pm at night... it also house a few attractions... 

here you can click and watch it on you tube from the above site...... 

Sharjah - this place sounds interesting ... but I need to do a little more googling....  

Muscat 

 
I chose this tour after I read a blog about muscat... I remember you saying how impressive the mosque was... this 

is it I think... we are in muscat longer than you guys were.....  

you can also do a tour to the fish markets... but pew imagine the smell if it is 40 deg LOL 

Grand Mosque, Muttrah Souk & Bait Al Zubair 

Oman's capital is a fascinating mix of the traditional and the modern. Visit the Grand Mosque, a superb example 

of modern Islamic architecture. Wander the alleys of Muttrah Souk and tour the Bait al Zubair Museum for a look 

at traditional Omani life. After lunch, view the Sultan's Palace, a blend of modern and traditional architecture.  

WHAT YOU VISIT 

Grand Mosque - Commissioned by the Sultan and completed in 1992, Muscat's elegant Grand Mosque is built of 

Indian sandstone. The mosque features an intriguing fusion of modern and traditional architectural elements. 

Muttrah Souk - At this classic souk the wares range from spices to elegant silver jewelry, traditional Omani 

clothing including daggers, and handicrafts made of copper and camel bone. 

Bait al Zubair - This private museum chronicles Oman's history, culture and folkways. The exhibits include 

displays of weaponry, art and artifacts. 

http://www.geobeats.com/videoclips/india/mumbai/mumbai-bazaars
http://www.visitabudhabi.ae/en/
http://www.bigbustours.com/eng/dubai/custompage.aspx?id=day%20tour
http://www.thedubaimall.com/en/entertainment/entertainment-section/the-dubai-fountain.html


PHOTO OPPORTUNITY 

Al Alam Palace - The official residence of Sultan Qaboos Bin Said is a blend of modern and classic Islamic 

architecture. The palace is flanked by two 16th century Portuguese forts. 

SHOPPING 

Barter for Omani handicrafts during your visit to the Muttrah Souk. 

LUNCH 

A buffet lunch is served at the Al Bustan Palace Hotel in Muscat. 

Trip advisor link  http://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Travel-g294006-c3948/Oman:Things.To.Do.In.Muscat.html 

The locals Muscateers like women to cover up, as in legs, arms and hair and men need pants that go below the 

knees. 

Petra  

 
easy one really as there is only one place to go when in Jordan..... unless you have been there before... yes i am 
talking about Petra.... how exciting..... we have a great DVD about it... it is part of the Ancient megastructures 
series.. can't remember which series it was.... but we ended up buy all 3 as each one had somewhere where we 
were visiting...( they all couldn't be on one grrr )... 
 
Port Said , Egypt  

 

Port Said for the pyramids.... 
This is really exciting for me as my mum was born in Egypt.... I am visiting nowhere close to where she was born ( 
alexandria ) but it is the same country... At the time lots of greeks moved to egypt to work as some of those tiny 
island don't have a lot to offer .... 
I think the pyramids are a definite for the majority of us and i think we would prefer the museum as oppose to 
the cruise down the nile... though it is a hard call....have to go back and do some more reading of blogs... 

Jerusalem - Ashdod  

 
Watched Solomon and Sheba the other day.... with Yul and Gina.... gosh she had some beautiful outfits... anyway 

got me excited about these places... when I saw the temple I thought wow.... until garry told me that it is not 

there anymore.... umph!.........you can do some reading on the port here on cruise critic 

http://boards.cruisecritic.com/forumdisplay.php?f=32 

 

the one thing I do remember reading this that if you want to go to both jerusalem and bethlehem you have to 

make sure your tour guide can get into both parts.... I am sure in bethlehem you have to be of a certian religion 

to take a tour in there....  

A few mixed reports... I have also read where people concentrated on jerusalem becasue the queues are so long 

in bethlehem that you loose too much time.... 

so I guess a bit more reading for this one.... 

Mykonos  

 

This port is the first of our tendering ports which takes a bit of time out of the short amount of time we are 
there.... 
 
It is ok for those lucky ducks or should I say lucky BLACK ducks as they can head straight down to the tendering 
embarkation area as soon as they are ready.... But for us gold and silver ducks we have to make our way to the 
vista lounge and go through the tendering process...  
 
Now we have been on 3 cruises and tendering has been different on all 3...  
 
if you are booked on a tour you also have no worries as you gather in princess theatre at an allocated time and 
taken straight down to a tender. for the rest we go to the vista lounge to collect tickets.  

http://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Travel-g294006-c3948/Oman:Things.To.Do.In.Muscat.html
http://boards.cruisecritic.com/forumdisplay.php?f=32


 
Within the first hour or so they ask you to stay in the vista lounge where they call the numbers that are to 
proceed to the embarkation area ... but as the crowd builds they allow you to move to the public areas where 
they make the annoucements over the public system. 
 
For mykonos our plan at the moment is to walk around the town on our own... I have purchased the Discovery 
Walks Mp3 that I can load onto my iphone / ipod or player and it tells you where to go... Actually I have listened 
to it several times now just to get me familiar with it...  
 
Of course you can also rent out Kings of Mykonos to get you into the mood!!! 
http://www.okmykonos.com/index.php?ID=6GTKI8A9LSGffgrj 

Istanbul  

 

Our next port of call is Istanbul.... 
The main places to see are: 
Blue Mosque  
Hippodrome  
Topkapi Palace & Harem Sections  
St. Sophia 
Grand Bazaar 
All easily accessible by foot once you catch the trolley there from where we dock... I actually have a good review 
which gives alot of detail that I have copied and saved so if anyone would like a copy email me and I will send it to 
you....  
Whilst checking out the Port forums on Turkey, I couldn’t help myself and made some enquiries about a private 
tour with Tour Guides in Turkey. I guess I just like the idea of not having to think where I am going and how to get 
there... but being taken around in an air-conditioned van with a knowledgeable guide appeals to us... it is so far 
away and we are there for such a short amount of time....  
 
If you have been to those places a cruise on the Bosphoros or touring around the asian side of instanbul would be 
good too.... 
I don’t know if any of you have seen this website: http://cruisett.com/ships.php?ShipID=119&date=35 
But you can pick your ship then pick a month and it will tell you where it will be docked.... it also tells you if other 
ships are scheduled to be in the same port.... touch wood according to this one we are the only ones due in 
turkey on this day!! 

Athens 

 

"....you can kiss me on a Wednesday a Thursday a Friday and Saturday is best  

But never ever on a Sunday a Sunday a Sunday  

cause that's my day of rest...." 

You can't go pass this song as the Movie was filmed in Piraeus where we will be docking.... 

Here I am in two minds again.... Do we look into organising a driver for a fast swift exit into athens before the 

crowds or do we just book the Athens on your own tour from the ship... 

Now there is the Metro which is about 20 min walk from the port for a couple of Euro's and apparently they 

come complete with your own pick pocket LOL..... 

I also found this good review site you might want to take a read... 

http://www.europeportreviews.com/Athens.htm 

http://boards.cruisecritic.com/showpost.php?p=22449730&postcount=2 

Naples 

“............Scuzza me, but you see, back in old Napoli...........That's amore”  

Ahh Naples.... the gateway to pompeii, the amalfi coast and the island of capri..... and for those who have been 
there before you can visit the Herculaneum... in a bit better condition than pompeii so many things so little 
time..... 
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Naples.htm 

http://www.discovery-walk.com/SearchResult.aspx
http://www.discovery-walk.com/SearchResult.aspx
http://www.tourguidesinturkey.com/offthecruiseshipsinistanbul.html
http://cruisett.com/ships.php?ShipID=119&date=35
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Athens.htm
http://boards.cruisecritic.com/showpost.php?p=22449730&postcount=2
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Naples.htm


this link gives some really good info in you want to do naples and Pompeii on your own.... 
 
I have booked a private tour with “all around Italy” I have actually booked the same company for all 3 ports.. 
I always love the way Fabrizio ends his emails to me..... they are alway different and they put a smile on my face  
 
“Myself and my best collaborator will show you the best of Italy, you bet !  
Ciao for now 
Fab” 
The tour I picked for naples for us is this.... 
6th July 2011 – Naples Drive along the Amalfi coast road to see and stop in Sorrento , Positano a lunch by 
Costantino to enjoy the homemade local food and admire a spectacular view of Positano Village , along the 
Amalfi coast road you can stop anytime you wish to take pictures or to admire colors of Mediterranean Sea and 
Ligally island mentioned by Greek poet Homer , tour also includes Pompeii excavation to see a real Roman city 
with its roads , shops , Termopolius , Domus , Circus , Theatre and other sites of interest . For Pompeii I suggest to 
hire a guide, the area of excavation is large , sites to see are spread out , with an expert guide you can see the 
very best , you are entertained with information and funny stories of everyday life in the ancient Pompeii. 
Admission fees for Pompeii , lunch and tip are not included. Approx Cost of tour for 6 with a private guide for 
Pompeii ( approx $150 AUS each) Pompeii entrance fee approx 11 Euros each 
 
I think I have the 6 for this one already but I might be able to fit a couple more.... 
If you would like to join us please email me … gaznjo@live.com.au  

Civitavecchia for Rome  

 

Our Next and second port of call in Italy...... This is where those of us who have never been to Rome will be 
making the big dash into Rome to see the most famous sites.... and this is where i expect to see the biggest 
crowds... 
Here are the links for the port reviews for Civitavecchia 
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Rome.htm 
Here is the information about doing it on your own.... 
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Rome2.htm 
here is George and Dianne’s review for their day in Rome on their own. 
http://1worldcruise.blogspot.com/2010_07_06_archive.html 
As I have never been before ( Garry has ) we really want to make the most of our day hence booking another 
private tour with All around Italy , we want to be able to get in and out of places quickly especially in those hot 
temperatures... .... 
On the tour I have booked we will visit Highlights of Rome like Circus Maximus , Palatine Hill , Roman Forum , 
Colosseum , Piazza Venezia , Mussolini Balcony , Vittoriano Monument , Pantheon , Trevi Fountain , Spanish Steps 
, S.Peter in Vinculis to see Statue of Moses by Michelangelo , Tiberina Island on the Tiber river , some ancient 
Roman bridges while crossing the river Piazza Navona and other significant sites . Also includes the Vatican to see 
Vatican Museum ( Sistine Chapel ) Basilica and S.Peter Square . A stop at a local restaurant for lunch.  
Approx Cost of tour for 6 with a private guide for the vatican = 680 Euros ( approx $160 AUS each) Entrance fees 
to Vatican and colosseum would add approx another 55 Euros per couple 
If you would like to join us please email me … gaznjo@live.com.au 
 
Also apparently you can pre book tickets for the vatican for specific times... not sure if this will get you in faster!! 
For those who have been before places that princess offer as alternatives are Orvieto or to Tarquinia & Etruscan 
Countryside. 

Florence/Pisa (Livorno), Italy  

 

The highlight for me in Florence will be visiting Michelangelo’s David! 
Garry has always told how in awe he was of David when he first saw him many years ago..... He has become a bit 
of an enigma around our house.. we have small statue in our lounge that was sent out all the way from Florence 
and a garden statue sent out all the way from the nursery just up the road... that is another story in itself but I 
will not go into that now.... 
Our larger David has pride of place in our garden strategically place near a window so I can see his cute little 
bottom as I look out from the kitchen table LOL... (see below) 
So I guess you know where we are going LOL...... 

mailto:gaznjo@live.com.au
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Rome.htm
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Rome2.htm
http://1worldcruise.blogspot.com/2010_07_06_archive.html
mailto:gaznjo@live.com.au


 
Apart from visiting the Academia to visit David, my dream would be to buy something Gold from the 
Pontevecchio.... that dream is filed away with the dream to buy gold from the gold souk in Dubai... need to find 
me a sugar daddy on the ship I think LOL..... 
I have noticed that on the princess site the tours have been updated to Dec 11 but until our tours are released 
there are no prices....  
Here is a link to the cruise port review http://www.europeportreviews.com/Florence.htm and make sure you 
look at some of the reviews at the bottom as they give hints of doing it on your own......  

This review also talks about Lucca a village to visit if you have been to Florence 
already!! 
Another spot that gets rave reviews is Cinque Terre 
http://www.lecinqueterre.org/eng/cinqueterre.php 

Princess don’t seem to have a tour there but if you read Gail and Johns blog from 
2010 they added it to the tour list whilst they were on board here is a link to what 
they did 

http://johnandgailscruise.blogspot.com/2010/07/livorno-italy.html 

 

 
Just like the other 2 Italian ports I have secured the services of All around Italy to 
take us to Pisa and Florence..... 
Here is what we will see: 
Pisa leaning Tower 
Piazza dei Miracoli 
Baptistry 
Duomo - a drive along the way to Florence to see Tuscan country side  

Florence highlights  
Duomo  
Academia to see David by Michelangelo 

Campanile Bell of Giotto 

Pontevecchiio  
S.Lorenzo area 
Santacroce church to see monument to Michelangelo 

Piazza Santacroce with its typical flee market  
Piazza della Signoria  
Palazzo Medici  
Palazzo Pitti  
Piazzale Michelangelo up the hill of Arcetri to have a breath taking view of Florence and other sites of interest in 
town. 
Cost of tour for 6 = 530 Euros ( approx $125 AUS each ) Admission fees for Academia , Santacroce , lunch and tips 
are not included. 
Once again if you would like to join us please email me … gaznjo@live.com.au  

Monaco / Monte Carlo  

 
As we bid farewell to Italy we now sail into the small principality of Monaco....  
We have jumped on the tour that Ros organised ages ago... and it covers places as described in the link below... 
http://www.frenchrivieraguides.net/o...di-cristo.html 
so many places along the Riviera to visit the views from Eze and from St Pauls just look magnificent..  
That is not to say that there isn’t enough to do in Monaco itself... once again I have downloaded a Discovery Walks 
.... walking tour which gives some great information also visiting the key spots in Monaco and Monte Carlo.... 

 
Whilst walking the streets of Kellyville I listen to my iphone and imagine that I am walking some great cities in the 
world LOL..... 

 
Here is another link for around Monaco  
http://www.europeportreviews.com/MonteCarlo.htm 

 
Best of all Prince Albert has kindly brought the wedding date forward to ensure that we have a hassle free visit !! 

 

http://www.europeportreviews.com/Florence.htm
http://www.lecinqueterre.org/eng/cinqueterre.php
http://johnandgailscruise.blogspot.com/2010/07/livorno-italy.html
mailto:gaznjo@live.com.au
http://www.frenchrivieraguides.net/our-must-see-tours-sylvie-di-cristo.html
http://www.europeportreviews.com/MonteCarlo.htm
http://family.webshots.com/photo/2629122830040575311qORTZn


Barcelona....  

 
So much to see so little time..... 
Here I am in a dilemma.... we do not arrive in Barcelona until 10 am and leave at 6pm..... minus an hour to get off 
and hour to back on board and we are looking at around 6hrs of site seeing.... 
The other issue is that we are there on a Sunday which could mean a lot of places might be closed or limited.... 
 
Our first plan is to follow a walking tour I down loaded that takes us up and down Las Ramblas and into the 
Gothic quarter to see the cathedral...  
 
But after seeing a couple of reviews on the sagrada familia I would love to see that... oh that is not to mention 
Parc Guell looks cool too... if only they were all just around the corner from each other.... There is the hop on hop 
off bus but each route takes around 2 hrs and that is without getting off.....  
 
Here is some info from trip advisor for Barcelona on a Sunday 
 
The Tourist Information Centre in Placa Catalunya has a walking tour of the Bari Gothic in English at 10 am on 
Sunday.  
…barcelonaturisme.com/Barcelona-Walks-Gotic/… 
It is very interesting and will take you to places in the Bari Gothic that you may have trouble finding on your own.  
By 11 am, many shops will be opening. Be certain to stop in one of the pastry shops. Unbelievable!! 
At noon, a crowd gathers in front of the Cathedral in the Bari Gothic to dance the sardena to a live band. This is 
the Catalan national dance. (Don't confuse the Cathedral with La Sagrada Familia.) 
Wander the Bari Gothic and take a closer look at places pointed out on the tour. The Sunday we were there, 
there were stalls set up in the plaza at the Church of St. Philip Neri in the Bari Gothic. The vendors seemed to be 
selling locally produced items.  
By 1 pm, another group of stalls had gone up just south of Placa Catalunya (not there when we went by at 10 
am). These also seemed to be local craftspeople.  
One more thing, have some coins handy. There were a number of musicians playing throughout the Bari Gothic. 
Have some coins handy to leave if you enjoy their music. This way, you will not have to open your purse.  
Some of the musicians were very good and not in league as the idiotic "live statues" on Las Ramblas.  
Also, be certain to visit the cloisters in the back of the Cathedral. See the thirteen live geese and light a candle for 
a safe trip.  
I have read a couple of conflicting reports about what is open and what is not... but I am sure there will be 
enough to take our tourist dollar 
Here is the port review.... 
http://www.europeportreviews.com/BarcelonaSpain.htm  

Casablanca  

 

We now leave the beautiful blue waters of the Mediterranean out into the Atlantic Ocean to call into Morocco.... 
not a lot of information on visits to morocco that I have been able to find... so at this stage looks like princess 
might win out at getting some of our dollars.... 
 
Marrakech sounds good but I don't think I could stomach the 3 1/2 hours travel each way.. maybe a tour to 
Casablanca and Rabat might be in store.... though I have read a couple of reports of just going to ricks cafe for 
leisurely lunch ...... hmm..."play it again Sam" 
 
but here is some information that my brother in Law Keith has written about his visit there.... 
http://travelrat.wordpress.com/category/casablanca/ 

Lisbon  

 

I am a little late in putting some information up about Lisbon, but I was waiting for Bazzaw to write his blog entry 
after visiting there a couple of days ago 
http://ukagain2010.blogspot.com/2010/12/lisbon.html 
He seemed to enjoy it even if the weather was a little foggy.... Interesting to read that he also really enjoyed his 
trip out to the country side.... 
Lisbon seems very doable on your own ... there seems to be a lot interest in renting one of these go cars to get 

http://bcnshop.barcelonaturisme.com/Barcelona-Walks-Gotic/_vf-SMlY1yIuKQTV1aq49kNTtuqF2aLE0f3QgxEjyPwfBGc-xA03U6w
http://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g187497-d190163-Reviews-Las_Ramblas-Barcelona_Catalonia.html
http://www.europeportreviews.com/BarcelonaSpain.htm
http://travelrat.wordpress.com/category/casablanca/
http://ukagain2010.blogspot.com/2010/12/lisbon.html


around the city.... once again i have downloaded a walking tour from discovery walks and have found it 
interesting to listen to 
here is the cruise port review 
http://www.europeportreviews.com/Lisbon.htm  

Le Havre  

 

Here you have a choice of doing the long ride into Paris or stay local.... After much deliberation we have decided 
to stay local than do the long bus trip and leave Paris for when we have more time to explore... 
Private tours that i have found have been quite expensive so at this stage we are thinking of hiring a car and 
visiting the pretty coastal town like Honfluer....  
here are some good links with good information 
http://heinbloed-cruiseguides.blogsp...ar-rental.html 
http://www.le-havre-tourism.com/le-h...CNOR0760000226 

  

http://www.europeportreviews.com/Lisbon.htm
http://heinbloed-cruiseguides.blogspot.com/2009/05/le-havre-france-private-tour-car-rental.html
http://www.le-havre-tourism.com/le-havre-patrimoine/detail.asp?idoi=ASCNOR0760000226

